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the 20th century. While this technology shows great promise and potential to 
solve daily tasks, the question of fairness of predictions and recommendations 
decisions by AI models needs to be addressed. There have been examples of AI 
models performing unfair and creating prejudiced decisions, which has led to a 
growing need to be able to know ‘why’ and ‘how’ these models make decisions. 

models play a decisive role in the well-being of patients with potentially life-or-
death impact. In addition, a system for detecting and mitigating biases needs to 
be developed so that the advantages of AI can be utilized in healthcare. A scoping 
review was carried out to study the source, nature and impact of biases of AI 
models. Results showed that bias can be data-driven, algorithmic or introduced 
by humans. These biases propagate deeply rooted societal inequality, misdiagnose 
patient groups, and further perpetuate global health inequity. Mitigation of 
biases is proposed at various stages of the machine learning pipeline. These 
strategies use techniques such as scrutinizing the way data is collected, better 
representation of patient groups, optimal training of the model and evaluating 
model performance. In conclusion, it must be ascertained that AI decisions are 
free of unwarranted biases and justly fair. Therefore, in an effort to mitigate bias, 
AI models should adopt systems that contain techniques in which biases can be 
predicted, measured, explained and then mitigated.

interpretability, explainable AI

1. Introduction

rightly suggests, this technology boasts of ‘smart machines’ performing mundane as well as complicated 
tasks, otherwise performed by humans. AI technology shows a lot of promise in the healthcare industry 
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2. Background

capability.1
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Field Example

Clinical Medicine

-
cess electronic data including in-hospital mortality, readmission, 
length of stay2

Neural networks that detect patterns in radiographic images and 

Transport
4

4

Banking
Algorithms that check genuine credit card transactions, block 

Marketing

-
tants, authorization of payments through face recognition6

Digital assistants and chatbots that facilitate decision-making 
and offer customized online shopping experiences6

Due to its wide capability and consistent decision-making, AI performs on par with humans or in some 
cases, better than humans.
and clinical applications. The focus of using AI in healthcare is to enhance the analysis of medical data, 

8 While humans are subject to 

 Researchers found that human 

9 

 Table 2 lists some of the uses of AI in 
healthcare.
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AI and the concept of bias:

11

9,12 

 reported 
the case of an algorithm used by health systems and payers (organizations responsible for paying for 

on medical expenses in the past. It was found that the bias was detected in black patients who had lesser 

14

studied. Vokinger, Feuerriegel and Kesselheim

• 

• 

• 

• Authorization and deployment of the machine learning model in clinical practice.

16 describe additional checkpoints along the machine learning pipeline that 

the stages.

Table 2: Clinical uses of AI in healthcare 

• 
guidelines

• 

• Diagnose malignancies from photographs, histopathological slides 

• Predict eye diseases from retinal scans

• Predict a risk of sepsis 

• 

• Automate sleep scoring in sleep medicine

• 

• 
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deep learning models.18 Since the working of these ‘black boxes’ remains esoteric, it further disseminates 
the notion of bias. There are attempts to introduce techniques of ‘explainability’ and ‘interpretability’ in 
order to be able to understand the functioning of these models. AI models for healthcare do not differ 

al.
models for healthcare. This research was done to determine the source of bias in algorithms designed 
for healthcare and the possibilities for the mitigation of these biases.

3. Methodology

following three questions:

1. 

2. 

The databases of Google Scholar, PubMed and Scopus were explored using the following keywords: 

The inclusion criteria encompassed only those articles that delineated the use of AI models for healthcare 

Figure 1: PRISMA model19 showing the inclusion and exclusion of records
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were then screened by analyzing the title and abstract. At this stage, articles that did not contain the 
keywords in the title and abstract were excluded. An article was then considered as eligible if the content 

approaches to mitigation of these biases. Articles that did not pertain to answer any of the three research 

information to either two or more questions of this study. 

the source of biases, the different types of biases encountered in AI models were noted. Similarly, the 

consequences and pitfalls of biased AI-based medical solutions in healthcare and mitigation of biases. 
The extracted information was categorized to follow the machine learning pipeline.

4. Results

sources of bias in AI algorithms, consequences and pitfalls of biased AI-based medical solutions in 

further categorized according to the stages of the machine learning pipeline.

1. Sources of bias in AI algorithms:        

Category Example

According to nature of 
bias20,21

Social bias or human-centric elements of bias
Statistical bias or methodology-centric elements of bias

According to origin of 
bias2,9,20

-

-
or that humans are prone to possess
Algorithmic: Emerges from outcomes of systematic errors in AI-
based systems that affects their ability to classify, estimate risk 

According to introduction 
at stages of machine 
learning pipeline15

Stage of data collection
Stage of data selection

Stage of model deployment
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Biases and factors contributing to risk of bias introduced at the stage of data collection:
checkpoint is the source of data that were used to train the model. Issues included the exclusion of 
data from under-represented groups of the human population, other missing data, inaccessible data and 
metadata.

a correct decision. ‘Sampling bias’, on the other hand, referred to the use of an inadequate number of 
cases in the dataset.  There was also the problem of data being collected as ‘interesting cases’ 
which cannot represent the percentage of normal and abnormal cases in a population (sample selection 

to bias introduced at this stage.  Additionally, it was noted that an inadequate amount of data is partly 
due to restrictions imposed in the access and collection of data for training of algorithms.

Biases introduced at the stage of data selection: 
human factor. The bias and errors introduced by humans were due to errant measurements caused by the 
intrinsic and unintentional habits of people who handle data.9 Furthermore, the training of algorithms 

bias.  Another aspect was the limited amount of correctly labelled data and consequently the use of 
data with no ground truth ascribed to it that led to poor reproducibility.    

Biases introduced at the stage of model development and training:

collection and selection were further embedded into algorithms.  Implicit bias was described as a 
12 The use of a biased 

proxy or a statistically biased estimator resulted in an incorrect, fallacious prediction that was called 
‘label choice bias’ or ‘mislabeling’.22

groups caused ‘feature selection bias’ or ‘feature leakage’.21 The annotation of data also led to bias if 
there was a consistent error.21,24

24

error rates.  Apart from these biases, the ‘aging’ of an algorithm and the passage of time since it 
was trained deteriorates it and resulted in ‘temporal bias’. Unconscious bias and power imbalances 

Biases introduced at the stage of model evaluation:

 Another concern was the ‘metric/ranking selection bias’ where there 

quality.21 networks were considered to be ‘black 
boxes’ in that any errors and biases in the predictions of the model were hard to detect. 

Biases introduced at the stage of model deployment: A number of biases were attributed to machine 
learning models after their deployment and clinical implementation. When a model was applied to a 
population that had different characteristics from the characteristics of the population that was used to 
train the model, it was shown to exhibit ‘population bias’ or ‘selection bias’.
these circumstances were ‘distributional shift’ and ‘out of sample input’.  Human factors contributing 
to bias at this stage occurred when operators misinterpreted the algorithm’s decision. It was noted that 
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‘automation bias’ was a phenomenon where a clinician accepted the decision/prediction of an automated 

2.    Consequences and pitfalls of biased AI-based medical solutions in healthcare:
  

described as follows:

The use of biased AI 

data collection and selection resulted in the demonstration of inherent, human-associated and hidden 
societal biases.
a common consequence that led to prejudiced outcomes such as misdiagnoses and unequal treatment of 
these groups.9,20

health records that led to delayed diagnosis.2,20 With such glaring discrepancies in the diagnoses of 
 A major 

more applicable to populations from data-rich regions than those populations from data-poor regions.  
Missing data can lead to unsuitable insurance plans, if they are based on misrepresented health 
records.2,20 The use of datasets with a small number of datapoints resulted in unreliability of the model.  

learning pipeline and continue to incorporate unfair predictions and decisions which led to inappropriate 
treatments.

 

The training of 

were not represented in the dataset.2 The degradation of the quality of algorithms was also found to 

2  The use of data from multiple centers 
had the potential to cause highly biased datasets.21 Validity was a major turning point in that models that 

The use 
of ‘black box’ models do not show transparency in their working and, therefore, make the interpretation 

as a performance metric to optimize the model led to the creation of faulty models.  The use of black 

trust by users.
quality of care.

difference in characteristics of data used for training the AI model and the characteristics of the 
population for whom the AI system will be used was questioned.
and are not useful. Algorithms that were designed to tackle problems that are not clinically useful 

 The AI systems were also subject to 

 Another aspect to consider is the issue of responsibility when 
biased algorithms are used.
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3. Location and mitigation of biases:

The mitigation of biases is best attempted along the stages of the machine learning pipeline. These 
mitigation strategies were as follows:

Mitigation of biases at the stage of data collection and data selection: A broader inclusion of patient 
demographic groups in terms of age, gender, race and ethnicity is an attempt to address biased 
datasets.
representation of the population.

2

the dataset can be used to detect representation bias.22 Some studies recommended the use of reporting 

Mitigation of biases at the stage of model development and training:

 These 
methods generate synthetic data in an attempt to increase the representation of underrepresented classes. 

to check the suitability of the study population used to train the model with the target population.
Furthermore, it was recommended to test and tune models to perform optimally in all population 
groups and at all stages using the ground truth as a proxy.2,9,12,20,24

Continued 
monitoring, follow-up, use of feedback loops and retraining the model are necessary to check the results 
of the machine learning models.

Mitigation of biases at the stage of model evaluation: The common methods during the stage of model 

 Methods for testing algorithm performance are detailed in CLAIM (Checklist for 
AI algorithms 

20,21

based methods for explainability include ‘saliency maps’ that attempt to identify areas and features that 
contributed to the prediction of the algorithm.

Mitigation of biases at the stage of model deployment:

testing’ to assess the performance of algorithms in different population groups and clinical settings. 

21 Finally, it needs to be ascertained that clinically useful and 

5. Discussion

Knowledge of the origin or source of bias in the AI algorithm is critical. There are many examples 
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been recognized, it is important to check at which stage of the machine learning pipeline they can be 
introduced. Vokinger, Feuerriegel and Kesselheim  in 2021 demonstrated this strategy as well as the 

that bias can arise at any of the four stages, propagate along the pipeline and then exacerbate the bias at 

26 utilized 

14 The use of electronic 

learning.18

AI is once again in doubt, as it cannot be used for broader populations, thus perpetuating global health 
inequity and existing health disparities. If underrepresented groups are susceptible to the impact of bias, 
it needs to be addressed in order that AI in health care is applicable to the United Nations Sustainable 

quality and correctly labelled data. Kaushal, Altman and Langlotz14 call for the implementation of a 

 A recent approach 

combination of quality mitigation techniques and XAI techniques integrated into algorithms may be the 

biases in AI algorithms is outlined in Table 4.

-

• 

• 

• Sharing of data and interoperability should be encouraged.
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6. Conclusion

Future research should be focused on further capabilities of XAI methods to be able to detect and hence 

• 
• 
• 
• 

-

• 
• 
• 

• -

• 
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